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Abstract | The search for alternatives to traditional Li-ion batteries has sparked interest in the
chemistry and manufacturing of solid-state Li-ion conductors. Li-ion conductors are traditionally
processed as millimetre-sized pellets using conventional ceramic-processing routes. However,
in thin-film form, Li-ion conductors offer applications beyond energy storage, including artificial
intelligence, in-memory computing and smart sensing. In this Review, we examine the chemistry
and thin-film processing of Li oxides and discuss challenges and opportunities for the integration
of Li-oxide films in microbatteries for energy storage, neuromorphic computation mimicking
human-brain operations and sensors for toxins and greenhouse gases. Li oxides in thin-film form
provide fast Li-ion movement and connected electronic-state changes, which improve energy
and information density and increase cycle speed and endurance of Li-conductor-based devices.
Finally, we provide a future vision of lithionic devices integrating Li-based ceramics for the design
of microdevices beyond batteries.
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In the course of history, industry has been defined
by technical evolution with continual reinvention,
depending on the available resources, needs and discoveries. Some industrial advances have had such an
overwhelming impact that the associated time periods and achievements have been named ‘industrial
revolutions’. For example, mechanization emerged at
the end of the eighteenth century, when agriculture was
partially replaced by industry, providing a new foundation for the economic structure of society in what is
known as the first industrial revolution. The extraction
of coal resources and the invention of the steam engine
introduced new types of energy conversion. Almost a
century later, at the end of the nineteenth century, new
sources of energy (that is, oil, gas and electricity) gained
in significance, and economic and industrial models
based on ‘large factories’ emerged in the second industrial revolution. During this time, the chemical and
material manufacturing industry produced goods such
as fertilizers, steel and the first functional ceramics. The
development of the transistor, which marks the beginning of the third industrial revolution, initiated the birth
of electronic-based and information-based technologies
that drove the automation of production and computation, as well as the establishment of industries dedicated to the conversion of renewable energy sources and
storage technologies, such as batteries. The subsequent
exponential increase in computing power and the generation of vast amounts of data, in areas ranging from
customer service and policymaking to drug discovery
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and materials design, have culminated in the emergence
of artificial intelligence (AI) and the beginning of the
fourth industrial revolution. The fourth industrial revolution is characterized by the fusion of technologies that
cross the boundaries of the digital, physical, material and
biological spheres1, entering cyber-physical production
systems and intertwining the real and virtual worlds
(Supplementary Fig. 1a).
The evolution of mobile electronic devices, such
as phones, computers and medical monitoring units,
depends on the performance of their computational
units, including light, pressure, chemical and gas sensors, as well as of their energy-storage battery packs.
However, these computational units mainly rely on
the silicon-b ased transistor technology from the
1970s2. Following Moore’s law, transistors with 5-nm
feature size have been produced and commercialized
by Samsung Electronics3 and Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company 4 , with an exponential
increase of on-chip transistor density. Nevertheless,
quantum-tunnelling effects limit further downscaling of
the gate length of transistors and, thus, of transistor-chip
densities. Additionally, downscaling and quality verification of chip design are associated with high costs5
(Supplementary Fig. 1b). Moreover, computers primarily operate on von Neumann architectures with the data
stored in memory and transported to the calculation
engine6, which requires more energy and computation
cycles than the actual computation6. The bottleneck
of von Neumann architectures limits the computation
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speed and throughput of transistor-based logic and
results in high energy costs per computing operation7.
By contrast, AI-based neuromorphic computing and
machine-learning algorithms are based on computing
architectures that encode and process data based on temporal information of spike events mimicking biological
neurons. A clear definition of materials and hardware
for artificial neurons in AI and machine-learning operations will greatly contribute to the efforts defined in
the fourth industrial revolution (that is, devices that
fulfil the needs of the Internet of Things, for example,
devices with fast computing and response speed, small
size, AI-based algorithms and good biocompatibility)
and to the reduction of energy consumption by orders
of magnitude compared with von Neumann computing.
Improving the energy density and cycling life of
AI-chip-integrated mobile devices will depend on innovations in battery architectures and material components. Current battery packs and sensors are bulky and
have functional electrochemical cell entities of >50 μm;
for example, liquid-electrolyte-based Li-ion pouch-cell
batteries, which are commonly used in mobile phones
and other portable electronics. However, electronic
devices become more multifunctional and the demand
for smaller device sizes and weight, as well as for operation in biocompatible environments, constantly increases.
These demands pose challenges for the integration of
liquid-electrolyte-based device designs, such as battery
pouch cells. Solid-state microbatteries and gas sensors
could address these challenges and enable further miniaturization of on-chip devices. The thin-film microbattery market size is predicted to grow by >40% in 2020
(exceeding US$1.3 billion by 2021)8, which will benefit
the development of mobile phones, smart cards and
medical implants8 (Supplementary Fig. 1c). Similarly,
the gas-sensor market size is predicted to grow at a rate
of ~6.25% per year and exceed US$1 billion in 2022 (ref.9)
(Supplementary Fig. 1d). Gas sensors are predicted to
play a key role in medical care, disaster prediction,
energy resources and waste management, as well as for
the detection of pollutants that affect the environment
and in agricultural food production9. In particular, the
mobile-phone, smart-card and wearables sectors are
expected to see the largest growth in the gas-sensor market share. These opportunities and challenges require new
materials, manufacturing routes and devices, as well as a
thorough understanding of the operational chemistry and
physics in gas sensing and autonomous energy supply.
In this Review, we discuss the ceramic manufacturing of solid-state Li-ion conductors into thin films
and investigate their chemistry and Li-ion motion for
lithionic-device applications, including energy storage in
microbatteries, sensors of toxins and greenhouse gases,
and neuromorphic computing mimicking human-brain
operations (Box 1). We further highlight promising applications and explore the future of functional Li-ceramic
films beyond classic energy storage.

Li ceramics for lithionic devices
Functional ceramics can perform multiple tasks with
high efficiency, including energy storage and conversion,
neuromorphic information processing, data storage and

environmental-gas sensing, based only on ion transport
within electrochemical-cell arrangements. In addition,
the chemistry, electronic structure and ion conduction
of functional ceramics, such as O2−, H+ and Li+ conductors, can be modified. In this Review, we focus on the
repurposing of Li oxides, used in large-scale battery
electrochemistry, as thin-film electronic entities for
sensing, neuromorphic computing and on-chip energy
storage, serving multiple functions in chip architectures
and electronic devices (Box 1).
Compared with traditional semiconducting
materials, such as Si, Ge, GaN, GaAs and SiC, used in
microelectronic devices, which mainly operate based
on the movement of electrons, the electronic states and
ionic defects in Li ceramics can be modulated by altering the Li-ion chemistry, for example, by intercalation
and deintercalation, conversion and alloying. Therefore,
electrochemical devices in the lithionics vision can be
operated using only a few Li-oxide films, with the operation principle defined by the electrode sets (Box 1).
In a Li-operated neuromorphic-computing memristor,
Li ions are redistributed through the Li-oxide switching layer upon application of an external electric field,
resulting in different resistive states across the film. By
contrast, in a microbattery, a Li-conductive electrolyte
film separates the electrodes, and the Li ions undergo
intercalation and deintercalation during charging and
discharging. In a (type III potentiometric) electrochemical gas sensor, Li ions are transported through
the Li-conductive electrolyte layer when the chemical
potentials change between the sensing and reference
electrodes; gas concentrations can then be determined
by measuring the voltage across the Li-conductive electrolyte. All three device types require the Li ceramics
to be designed and processed in thin-film form with
precise control of the chemistry (for example, lithium
stoichiometry) and microstructure to achieve high
device density and functionality. However, Li-based
materials have mainly been manufactured as large-scale
ceramics thus far, using bulky and microcrystalline Li
oxides, targeted for solid-state batteries. The characteristics and properties can be substantially different between
solid-state thin films and thick bulk materials, because
thin films (with a thickness <1 μm) have a higher volume
ratio of grain boundaries to grains compared with bulk
materials, leading to different space-charge potentials
and local chemistry10.
Li is a reactive element with light atomic weight
and, therefore, Li stoichiometry can be difficult to control in thin films, in particular, during deposition and
post-processing at high temperatures, posing a challenge
for the processing of Li-based thin-film ceramics. Thus,
techniques to control Li stoichiometry, film chemistry
and subsequent film properties remain to be optimized
to enable full integration of assembly lines for the manufacturing of Li thin-film devices, which may well take
a few decades. Indeed, it took two decades from the discovery of lithium phosphorus oxynitride (LiPON) and
its application in microbatteries to a thorough understanding of its local structure and conduction path11,12.
Similarly, it will take research efforts to understand
the processing and structural control of other Li-oxide
www.nature.com/natrevmats
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Box 1 | lithionics
Lithionics defines a class of multifunctional, on-chip devices based on Li-ion-conducting thin films. Lithionic devices
include microbatteries, memristors, electrochemical gas sensors and other devices that are based on Li-oxide materials
combining various functionalities. Functionalities can be achieved by varying electrode and electrolyte materials that
define the electrochemistry and by varying the device design to promote Li-ion migration. in lithionics, Li ions serve as the
carrier for information and energy storage, binary and neuromorphic computing, and environmental sensing and tracking.
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materials, such as Na super ionic conductor (NASICON)
and Li garnets in film form.
Different lithionic devices require different material
properties for each Li-oxide film component (Table 1).
For example, Li electrolytes in microbatteries and
sensors must possess high ionic conductivity; in addition, electrolytes in microbatteries should be stable
against Li metal to increase the operational-voltage
window and assure stable cycling and high energy density, which is not required in sensors. Therefore, the
material design needs to be tailored to specific lithionicdevice applications. In addition, knowledge exchange
between solid-state batteries, electrochemical gas sensor
and neuromorphic-computing communities will help
to overcome manufacturing-related challenges and
facilitate innovations in applications and devices.

Solid-state Li-conducting films
Li-oxide-based glasses13, Li-sulfide-based glasses14,15
and oxysalt-based electrolytes were the first materials
explored as Li-conducting solid-state electrolytes16, followed by the discovery of LiPON17,18 (Fig. 1a). Inorganic
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solid-state electrolytes have been intensively investigated
in Li-ion-battery research, opening up opportunities
for direct, on-chip application of thin-film microbatteries. The most studied Li-ion-conducting ceramics are
based on LiPON19–21, NASICON-type22,23, perovskitetype24–27 and garnet-type structures28–31 (Fig. 1a,b); for example, Li(Al,Ti)2(PO4)3 (LATP), Li3xLa2/3−x/3TiO3 (LLTO)
and Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO).
The transport properties of Li conductors were
first mainly investigated in millimetre-sized ceramics,
typically processed as pellets, with Li-ion conductivities of 10−7–10−3 S cm−1 at room temperature (Fig. 1c).
By contrast, the conductivities of Li-oxide thin films
are more than one order of magnitude lower at room
temperature (Fig. 1c), with the exception of LiPON thin
films, which have a higher conductivity than bulky
amorphous LiPON pellets19,32. The reduced conductivity in thin films is often the result of Li loss at high
temperatures during deposition or post-annealing33,
which can be addressed by providing extra Li during
processing33,34. In addition, size effects are more dominant in microdevices; in particular, the Li-conductor
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Table 1 | li-based material requirements for lithionic devices
Component

thin-film microbattery

Neuromorphic-computing
memristor

electrochemical gas sensor

Electrode

Positive electrode: high voltage and capacity;
good electrochemical and chemical
compatibility with the solid-state electrolyte
over many cycles; example materials are
LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, LiNiMnCoO2

Stable against metallic
electrodes at high electric fields

Sensing electrode: good thermal and
mechanical stability; must be in contact with
electrolyte (mobile ions), metal electrode
(electrical signal) and targeted gas; example
materials are Li2CO3 (CO2 sensor), NaNO2 (NOx
sensor), Li2SO4 (SOx sensor)

Li intercalation at the interfaces
Example materials: Pt, Au

Negative electrode: low voltage and high
capacity; uniform charge and discharge;
ideally Li metal; example materials are
Li metal, Li4Ti5O12, Si, C
Electrolyte

Reference electrode: stable to avoid voltage
drift in the sensor signal; high conductivity to
improve response time; stable at the targeted
gas concentrations; example materials are Pt, Au

High ionic conductivity with low electronic
conductivity (transference number, tion ~1)

Availability of metal-to-insulator
transition preferred

Low toxicity and cost

2D or 3D Li conductor

Wide electrochemical-stability window

Fast resistive switching kinetics

Preferably compatible with Li metal

Control over retention

Mechanically robust against Li penetration
at high current density

Long-term stability

Good electrochemical and chemical
compatibility with positive and negative
electrode
Example materials: LiPON, LLTO, LLZO

High ionic conductivity to ensure fast response
Inactive (high durability at operating
temperature) to the targeted gases
Good chemical stability at operation
temperature and atmosphere
Example materials: LiPON, Li3PO4, LLZO

Phase evolution at high electric
fields
Example materials: LiCoO2,
Li4Ti5O12

LiPON, lithium phosphorus oxynitride; LLTO, Li3xLa2/3−x/3TiO3; LLZO, Li7La3Zr2O12.

Debye length can affect space-charge-layer thickness
and may also impact the interfacial charge profile and
interphase stability. For example, LLZO has a high doping level to stabilize phases, whereas LLTO has a lower
extrinsic doping level and, thus, the Debye length can
vary, which may affect the downscaling of lithionic
microdevices. However, the exact mechanisms of the
impact of size on the space-charge layer in different Li
materials remains elusive, in particular, for Li-oxide
films. Moreover, electrochemical-stability windows
have mainly been investigated in Li ceramic pellets
thus far (Fig. 1c); however, they also need to be assessed
in thin-film Li conductors, because the stability windows of films and pellets may differ. For example, the
electrochemical-stability window of LiPON has been
calculated and experimentally demonstrated by cell testing in thin-film form, whereas the stability windows of
most other solid electrolytes (for example, LATP, LLTO
and LLZO) have only been studied in pellet form thus
far. However, stability windows are crucial for determining the choice of electrodes and for defining the key
operational performance parameters (that is, energy
density in batteries, the resistance ratio between the on
and off state (Ron/off ) in memristive devices and voltage
readout in gas sensors).
Ceramic processing offers the opportunity to define
the chemistry and understand the relation between
structure and Li-ion transport in films, which is important for determining the energy and information density of batteries and for the design of neuromorphic
computing and sensing units based on Li. With the
exception of LiPON35,36, most thin-film Li conductors
have not yet been integrated in microbatteries (of note,
LLTO has only been applied in half-cell microbattery
structures)27. Interestingly, LiPON-based gas sensing has

been applied about 10 years after its implementation in
microbatteries. Similarly, LLTO and LLZO have only
been integrated in memristors and gas sensors over the
last 10 years (Fig. 1a). This time delay is a result of the difficulties of Li thin-film processing, which often leads to
low Li-ion conductivity as compared with bulk pellets.
To enable device-level applications, the electrolytes must
minimize the conductivity gap between bulk and films.
For applications in microbatteries, Li-dendrite resistance and interfacial stability also need to be improved,
whereas solid-state sensors have fewer restrictions for
materials selection.
Li-controlled electronic configurations
Research on Li-ion batteries has generated a great
amount of knowledge on lithiated transition-metal
(TM) oxides, which are traditionally used as electrodes in batteries (Fig. 2a). According to their Li-ion
migration pathway, these materials can be classified
as 1D (olivine) conductors, such as LiFePO4 (refs37–40),
2D (layered) conductors, such as LiCoO2 (refs41–43),
and 3D (spinel) conductors, such as Li4Ti5O12 (ref.44) and
LixMn2O4 (refs45–47) (Fig. 2a,b). Layered Li conductors
have the general formula LixMO2 and are the most
widely investigated electrode materials. Li-transport
dimensionality needs to be considered for lithionics
applications, because the performance depends on the
preferred transport orientation. Lithiated TM oxides
have long been mass-manufactured in Li-ion batteries, in which bulk-processed ceramics are combined
with conductive carbon coatings to mitigate low electronic conductivities. When used in thin-film form, the
thickness of the electrode layer needs to be increased to
increase the energy density of microbatteries. However,
other lithionic applications require the exact opposite,
www.nature.com/natrevmats
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a Discovery timeline of LiPON, LATP, LLTO and LLZO solid electrolytes and their lithionic-device applications
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Fig. 1 | Oxide-based li-ion conductors. a | Timeline of Li-based solid electrolytes and lithionic-device applications.
b | Structures and Li-conduction paths of oxide-based Li-ion conductors, including amorphous lithium phosphorus
oxynitride (LiPON), Na super ionic conductor (NASICON)-type Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP), perovskite-type Li3xLa2/3−x/3TiO3
(LLTO) and garnet-type LLZO, Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO). c | Li-ion conductivity of Li-oxide-based solid-state electrolytes in
pellet and thin-film form compared with state-of-the-art liquid electrolytes, including the highest reported values
of pellet-type and thin-film LLZO34,202, LLTO203,204, LATP205,206 and LiPON32,155, and theoretical electrochemical-stability
windows based on first-principles thermodynamic calculations207. The processing temperatures are shown for pellets
and thin films. The classification as amorphous (or crystalline) thin film or pellet (or tape) are indicated by a- and c-,
respectively.
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a Discovery timeline of Li-conducting layered, spinel and olivine ceramic ﬁlms and their lithionic-device applications
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Fig. 2 | li-controlled electronic configurations. a | Timeline of Li-conducting ceramic films and lithionic-device
applications. b | The structure, Li-conduction path and band gap of layered-type LiMO2, spinel-type Li[X]2O4 and
olivine-type Li[M′]PO4. EFA, Fermi energy of Li anode; EFC, Fermi energy of cathode. Panel b adapted from ref.208, CC BY 4.0.

that is, ultra-thin and smooth films, to achieve the high
local-electric-field strength that is needed for memristors or to realize fast kinetics and high surface control
for sensor chips.
Li intercalation and extraction processes, as well as
high electric fields, have a profound effect on the electronic structure of these materials, owing to the valence
change in the TM, which can result in a variety of
non-linear physico-chemical effects. For example, the
metal–insulator transition of LixCoO2 is linked to a
first-order structural transformation with phase coexistence between the insulating (x > 0.95) and metallic
(x < 0.75) phases upon deintercalation48–50. Li insertion
and extraction kinetics, as well as the associated structural stability and storage capacity, are important for
battery performance, whereas electronic-structure
changes related to lithiation and the transport

dynamics determined by the ion-pathway dimensionality play a key role in neuromorphic computing based
on memristance51–53.
Layered conductors
Layered battery-electrode materials consist of repeated
layers of Li and TM ions in a cubic, close-p acked
structure of oxygen atoms54,55 (Fig. 2b); for example, in
LixCoO2, Li and Co cations are octahedral-coordinated
and distributed along alternating layers with hexagonal
symmetry. In a simplified picture, Li ions deintercalate
from the Li-rich layered structure, inducing oxidation of
the TM from Co3+ to Co4+ and expanding the unit cell,
which results in a metal–insulator transition with high
resistivity change50. As a result, layered materials with 2D
Li transport can store large amounts of Li and, thus, are
popular high-voltage, high-capacity and stable battery
www.nature.com/natrevmats
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cathodes56. LiCoO2 films have also been applied for
neuromorphic computing (Fig. 2a), owing to their memristive behaviour43, enabling operation at low energy per
computational operation and cycle43. Redox-based transistors can be operated using Li pumps, which modulate
the resistive character and the electronic state of LiCoO2
(refs57,58).
Spinel conductors
Li-spinel structures have the formula LiM2O4, with
M = Ti, Mn, in which Li is tetrahedral-coordinated and
the TM is octahedral-coordinated. Upon Li insertion,
Li ions fill empty octahedral positions, promoting the
formation of the lithiated Li2M2O4 phase59 (Fig. 2b).
Compared with layered Li oxides, spinels provide a
3D network for Li diffusion at the expense of capacity.
In addition, fine control of the lithiation state plays a key
role in the modulation of the memristive properties of
Li titanate thin films44.
Olivine conductors
In olivine structures (LiMPO4, with M = Fe, Mn, Co or Ni),
TM and Li are octahedral-coordinated. The TM, for
example, Fe, defines the layers along the bc plane and
Li is located along octahedral channels, which results
in 1D ion-diffusion pathways37 (Fig. 2b). Li intercalation and deintercalation occur via a two-phase equilibrium between the phase polymorphs, LiFePO4 and
FePO4. Pure and doped LiFePO4 thin films have been
used as functional ceramics for neuromorphic computing and chemical sensing; for example, LiFePO4 thin
films show promising switching speeds below 50 ns for
neuromorphic computing38, and sensing applications of
LiFePO4-based thin films were shown for formaldehyde39
and other organic compounds, such as xylene60.
Application challenges in thin-film devices
Layered, olivine and spinel Li materials have mainly
been optimized for batteries thus far. However,
neuromorphic-computing operations based on memristive or Li-modulated transistors and chemical-sensing
applications have also been reported. Redox-state
changes induced by Li-ion diffusion and reactions, which
can be accompanied by metal–insulator transitions, allow
the fine control of the electronic configuration, which
is important for the implementation of ceramic films
in devices. However, challenges remain for Li-driven
computation and fast sensing in AI applications, which
demand control of the electronic and Li state changes at
substantially higher rates (106 Hz) and with greater endurance (106 cycles), as benchmarked by the latest flash memory and silicon-oxide-nitride-oxide-silicon (SONOS)
technologies61, than required for battery-electrode operation (Li-transport rates of approximately 105 Hz for
~105 cycles at best)62. In addition, phase evolution and
stability, as well as volume expansion, remain to be computed and probed for high electric-field strengths of up
to 107 V m−1, as required for Li neuromorphic-computing
applications. Similarly, for sensing applications, the
response in different gas atmospheres, as well as ion
selectivity, transport and catalyst integration, need to
be investigated.
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Solid-state thin-film batteries
The increasing complexity of portable electronics and
personal tracking devices has led to a growing demand
for energy-storage solutions with improved gravimetric and volumetric energy density63–65. Current
technologies mainly rely on Li-ion batteries with
liquid-organic electrolytes, limiting the volumetric
energy density of the battery. From an industry perspective, the targeted energy density of next-generation
batteries is >500 Wh kg −1 (ref. 66) , which is significantly higher than that of state-of-the-art automotive
Li-ion batteries (~210 Wh kg−1)67, with a target power
output density of 2,000–4,000 W l−1 and a pack cost
below US$125 kW h−1 (ref.66). The replacement of liquid organics with solid-state electrolytes is expected
to not only reduce the volume and weight of batteries but to also enable the use of high-capacity anodes
(for example, Li metal) and high-voltage cathodes (for
example, LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 or LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2)36,68,69.
Furthermore, solid-state electrolyte films can be used as
barriers for Li filament formation. To meet these energy
and cost targets, and to compete with liquid-organic
electrolytes, mass-manufacturable ceramic-processing
techniques need to be developed that are suitable for
thin films.
Thin-film battery architectures
The fabrication of Li-oxide solid-state electrolytes by
ceramic thin-film processing technologies gave rise to
thin-film microbatteries, which are a promising solution for on-chip integrated energy storage with 3D
stacking potential and improved safety compared with
liquid-electrolyte-based battery packs70,71. Solid-state
microbatteries consist of two current collectors and an
electrolyte sandwiched between two active electrodes
(Fig. 3a). Compared with classic Li-ion batteries, the
main difference is that microbatteries use a solid-state
ceramic Li-ion conductor instead of an organic liquid
and a porous polymer separator. The rate performance
of planar microbatteries is generally lower than that of
state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries. However, 3D microbatteries with a large interfacial contact area can address
this limitation, because they show better charge-transfer
efficiency and higher energy and power density owing to
higher volumetric mass loading of the active electrode
materials71,72.
3D microbattery architectures can be fabricated
by additive manufacturing using templates to directly
grow shapes, such as pillars or rods, for one of the electrodes, followed by film deposition to add the electrolyte and second electrode. Alternatively, subtractive
manufacturing can be applied; for example, etching
of channels in the substrate using shadow masking or
photolithography, followed by filling of the channels
with the microbattery materials. Various 3D microbattery architectures have been fabricated, including 3D
microbatteries with nanorods, 3D microbatteries with
microchannels and interdigitated 3D battery structures
(Fig. 3b–d). Compared with planar batteries, the volumetric loading of the active anode and/or cathode is
higher in 3D architectures, leading to improved cycling
performance.
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3D microbatteries with nanorods. Cu-nanorod current
collectors grown by electrolysis can serve as template
for the deposition of conversion-type Fe3O4 (refs73–75)
(Fig. 3b). The main advantages of this approach are the
simple fabrication of 3D electrodes and that the size
of the nanorods can be tuned by using template membrane or substrates. However, template-assisted deposition produces substrates with open structures, which
can affect the subsequent deposition of the battery
layers.
3D microbatteries with microchannels. 3D architectures
of thin CuS films on gold-coated or nickel-coated silicon
substrates can be fabricated by forming microchannels
using electrodeposition76 (Fig. 3c). Electrodeposition
allows the control of the amount of deposited material, the formation of conformal layers onto 3D porous
structures and scalable depositions on large areas.

Interdigitated 3D structures. Interdigitated 3D battery
structures rely on the formation of 3D trenches (Fig. 3d).
The trenches are etched into polycrystalline Si, followed
by low-pressure chemical vapour deposition of TiN,
which serves as the current collector and Li barrier layer.
Compared with planar battery geometries, the capacity
of microbatteries with trench structures is at least five
times higher77,78. The main advantage of 3D trenches
is the good processing compatibility with Si-b ased
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS)
manufacturing.
These 3D architectures permit solid-state diffusion
of Li into the electrodes, which improves the kinetics
during charging and discharging of microbatteries.
Furthermore, macroscopic film techniques, such as
biotemplating79,80 and 3D printing81,82, could be used
in combination with thin-film deposition techniques
(vacuum-b ased or solution-b ased) to improve the
www.nature.com/natrevmats
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electrochemical performance of thin-f ilm batteries
with a better control of the charge-transfer kinetics at
higher charge and discharge rates. However, 3D printing
is typically not used for thin films because it requires
post-sintering. In addition, details of the structure–
performance relationships of 3D microbatteries remain
elusive thus far.
Thin-film battery materials
A variety of materials and electrode–electrolyte combinations are theoretically suitable for microbatteries;
however, only two solid-state electrolytes have been
used for the design of microbatteries thus far27,36,62
(Table 2). For example, LiPON-based microbatteries
show impressive cyclability of up to 10,000 cycles at
a rate of C/10 with a Li-metal anode, a LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4
cathode and a LiPON electrolyte film (thickness of
1–2 μm)62. In this microbattery, a planar cell is deposited
on an alumina substrate, and the cathode and electrolyte films are fabricated by radio frequency magnetron
sputtering62. The good rate performance demonstrates
the potential of LiPON as a solid-state electrolyte, which
has already been commercialized.
Microbatteries based on perovskite-structured LLTO
solid electrolytes have not yet reached the maturity of
LiPON-based microbatteries (Table 2). For example,
amorphous LLTO films can be deposited by pulsed
laser deposition onto LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 to form a half-cell,
which maintains 98% capacity retention for 50 cycles up
to 4.8 V (ref.27). Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, thin-film microbatteries with Li-garnet-based or
NASICON-based electrolytes have not yet been developed, possibly owing to the fact that the high conductivity of these materials in film form has only recently
been reported33.
The interplay between high current density
(>1 mA cm−2) and safety is an important consideration
for microbatteries. Cycling at high current densities
would enable faster charge and discharge, facilitating new
applications of microbatteries in lithionic devices, for
example, three-terminal memristive devices. However,
nucleation and growth of Li dendrites can occur in solid
electrolytes, including in poly-crystal and single-crystal
garnet-t ype LLZO and amorphous sulfide83. Grain
boundaries are susceptible to Li dendrites and facilitate
their intergranular propagation through the solid electrolyte (demonstrated in bulky pellet tests) at low current
densities84. By contrast, in amorphous LiPON, Li deposition is confined to an artificial LiPON–LiPON interface

(prepared by radio frequency magnetron sputtering),
which is located parallel to a LiCoO2 cathode85. The confinement of Li dendrites to the LiPON–LiPON interface
suggests that the homogeneous, grain-boundary-free
morphology of amorphous LiPON is crucial for the
blocking of Li-dendrite growth, even at high current
density (that is, 10 mA cm−2)36,86. Other amorphous
Li-oxide films, for example, amorphous LLZO87 and
amorphous LLTO88,89, could also be integrated into
microbatteries, which will require a thorough investigation of the electrode–electrolyte interface to establish the
electro-chemo-mechanics and to develop microbatteries
with high volumetric energy density. To overcome dendrite growth in microbatteries, grain-boundary chemistry and interparticle structures could be modified to
improve the mechanical strength, toughness and elastic
modulus of the solid-state electrolyte. In addition, the
strains at the interfaces in microbatteries, which can be
induced by lattice mismatch or by the substrate, need
to be analysed in detail. Finally, fully amorphous and
defect-free Li-oxide electrolytes with high Li-ion conductivities could be developed to minimize non-uniform
current densities and to prevent dendrite propagation;
the band gap, surface chemistry and transference number of the electrolyte need to be considered to engineer
barriers for Li dendrites.
Power and energy density
Cyclability of up to 10,000 cycles has been demonstrated
for state-of-t he-art microbatteries with a Li-metal
anode; however, cyclability at high current densities
(>1 mA cm−2) needs to be achieved to enable their application in lithionic devices. The energy and power densities of microbatteries can vary by nearly five orders or
magnitude per unit area (Fig. 3e). The highest power density (30 mW cm−2) has been reported for LiPON-based
microbatteries86. Therefore, a common research goal is
to increase the power and energy densities of Li-metal
batteries to >1 mW cm−2 μm−1 and >1 J cm−2 μm−1, respectively (Fig. 3e), which requires the transformation of
conductors from pellet or tape form to thin-film form
to produce thin-film solid-state electrolytes with high
Li-ion conductivity (>10−5 S cm−1 at room temperature)
coupled with 3D architecture electrodes. Indeed, integrating amorphous solid electrolytes directly into 3D
microbatteries would increase the power and/or energy
densities of the entire cell; however, the electrode–
electrolyte interfacial compatibility needs to be thoroughly investigated and the interfacial resistance reduced.

Table 2 | li-oxide-based all-solid-state thin-film batteries
Material

Deposition method

Capacity
(mah g−1)

Cycling ref.
number

Thermal
evaporation

137

4,000

36

RF sputtering RF
sputtering

Thermal
evaporation

122

10,000

62

PLD

PLD

–

50

27

electrolyte

Cathode

anode

electrolyte

LiPON

LiCoO2

Li metal

RF sputtering RF
sputtering

LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4

Li metal

LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4

LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4

Perovskite
(amorphous
LLTO)

Cathode

PLD

anode

LiPON, lithium phosphorus oxynitride; LLTO, Li3xLa2/3−x/3TiO3; PLD, pulsed laser deposition; RF, radio frequency.
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The interfacial reaction, which can extend up to 100 nm
and adversely affect battery performance90, can be prevented by applying an interfacial barrier layer between
the electrode and the electrolyte (as thin as 5 nm)91.
Thin-film processing enables the integration of different thin-film Li conductors into microbatteries and more
precise tuning of grain-boundary chemistry and structure as compared with sintered ceramics; however, the
chemistry at grain boundaries needs to be resolved at
the atomic scale. Faster charging and discharging rates
as well as higher volumetric and gravimetric energy densities will be achieved in solid-state microbatteries by
capitalizing on the advances in Li thin-film-conductor
fabrication as solid-state electrolytes with higher Li-ion
conductivities (for example, thin-film Li garnets), as
well as by designing batteries with porous electrodes
enabling low interfacial resistance and high loadings of
high-voltage cathodes92,93.

Neuromorphic computing with Li
The integration of novel computing schemes and the
implementation of AI at the hardware level require
innovative materials and novel device solid-state ionic
chemistry94,95 (Fig. 4a). Neuromorphic computing mimics
the basic components of the brain (synapses and neurons); however, digital CMOS technology is not well
suited to emulate the analogue responses of the brain96.
The power consumption of the human brain is approximately 20 W and, thus, for routine tasks, such as image
recognition, supercomputers generally consume 105–106
more energy than the human brain94. In the brain, memory and processing are interlinked, which is not the case
for von Neumann architectures6, in which memory
and processing units are physically separated. In addition, transistors, which are the main component of von
Neumann architectures, are limited by their volatility,
difficult miniaturization below 10 nm and difficult integration in 3D designs. Alternatively, memristor97,98 arrays
enable the application of a variety of neural-network
architectures emulating brain functions97, owing to
their in-memory computing capabilities98 (Fig. 4b) ;
for example, deep neural networks (DNNs), in which
information is encoded as updated synaptic weights, and
spiking neural networks (SNNs), in which information is
encoded in the timing and frequency of spikes97.
Since the prediction of the memristor99 in 1971,
its implementation has been widely explored53,100–102
and prototype devices are already on the market
(Memristors to Machine Intelligence). Memristors are
now applied in a variety of applications, including resistive random-access memory (ReRAM) for information
storage103,104, neuromorphic computing105,106 and reconfigurable processing units107,108. The memristor can be
considered a non-volatile electrochemical resistance
switch, characterized by a hysteretic current–voltage
profile, which depends on the polarity, time range and
amplitude of the applied voltage53. The defect chemistry
of the oxide film and, in particular, ionic and electronic
carrier diffusion and distribution at the interfaces determine the switching speed, retention and pulse-symmetry
characteristics. Memristors108 have a great potential for
applications in neuromorphic computing in AI owing

to their adaptable properties, including tunable timescales of their fast switching (<sub-nanosecond)109 and
non-volatility for up to 10 years110, combined with high
scalability <2 nm at low power dissipation97,111. The versatility of performance and structure makes the memristor a strong competitor to displace electron-based
computation schemes using ionic-based in-memory
computing.
Valence change and electrochemical metallization
memristors
O2−, Ag+ and Cu2+ have been explored for resistive
switching in non-volatile memories53,102,112. Oxygen
vacancies can act as the main carrier in valence-change
memristors53. The resistance change is mainly induced
by the motion of oxygen anions (through vacancies) in
the solid-state electrolyte, providing large retention but
requiring a high switching voltage or current owing to
the large diffusion barrier for oxygen; for example, in
SrTiO3 systems, the typical oxygen diffusion coefficient
is D = 10−13 cm2 s−1 (ref.113).
Electrochemical metallization114 systems are based
on electrochemically active metal electrodes, such as
Ag or Cu, whose highly mobile cations are transported
through the solid electrolyte (oxides or other chalcogenides). The low diffusion barrier and large diffusion
coefficient (D = 10−4–10−7 cm2 s−1) of these metallic species lead to low switching currents and voltages in commonly used solid electrolytes, such as GexSy, SiO2, Cu2S
(refs115,116) and also pose challenges in terms of stabilization of resistance states, which lowers the retention
performance.
Valence-change memristors have larger retentions
than electrochemical metallization systems, which
benefits long-term operation of neural networks at the
expense of large energy barriers for switching between
resistive states. Both technologies further rely on the
formation and rupture of ionic filaments as the main
mechanism controlling the spatial conductivity of the
devices. The stochastic nature of filament formation and
rupture is a high-energy-consumption process, inducing non-symmetric switching profiles, which limits the
accuracy and efficiency of the neural networks (Fig. 4c,d).
However, some valence-change memristors exhibit an
area-dependent behaviour, which increases symmetry
at the costs of high energy and low switching speeds.
Therefore, it remains challenging to implement fast and
accurate two-terminal neuromorphic-computing hardware that matches the energy efficiency of the human
brain using state-of-the-art memristor technologies.
Thus far, neural networks have been realized for small
array sizes97; for example, face-recognition applications
using a DNN 128 × 8 array of HfAlyOx/TaOx devices117.
SNNs are even more promising, owing to their predicted
low energy consumption; for example, the recognition of spatio-temporal patterns using Si-doped HfOx
memristive units118.
Li-oxide materials for memristors
Li-intercalation materials can address some of the
challenges of memristive structures for neuromorphic
computing119. These materials have at least two orders
www.nature.com/natrevmats
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of magnitude larger diffusivities than valence-change
memristors (D = 10−9–10−11 cm2 s−1)120–122. In addition,
Li oxides can undergo large changes in their electronic configuration via metal–insulator transition
and phase transitions by adjusting the Li content of the
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switching layer50. Li-based neuromorphic-computing
memristive structures have been developed using
traditional battery-e lectrode materials 43 (Table 3) ,
for example, high-voltage cathode materials, layered
LiCoO2 (refs43,57,123–125) Li conductors, such as LiNbOx
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Table 3 | two-terminal and three-terminal li-based memristive devices
top
Bottom
Vthreshold
switching Metal–
lattice
material
insulator electrode electrode
dimen
transition
sionality

ron/off

switching
mechanism

Film-processing
method

Phase
evolution
probed upon
switching

1D

LiFePO4

No

Graphite

Au

3V

~100

Li migration
and exchange
with electrode

PLD

Yes

38

2D

LiCoO2

Yes

Au

p-Type Si

−4 V

102

Li migration
and exchange
with electrode

Sputtering

No

199

Au

p-Type Si

−3 V, +2.5 V

104–105 Li migration
and exchange
with electrode

Sputtering

No

43

Au

p-Type Si

−8 V

104

Li migration
and exchange
with electrode

Sputtering

No

124

Pt

Pt

−0.5 V, 1.5–2 V –

Li migration
and exchange
with electrode

PLD

No

123

Pt (source) Pt (drain)

−4.1 V to
−3.0 V

–

Li migration
and exchange
with electrode

Sputtering

No

57

Pt

SiO2/Si

−2.6 V–7 V

103–104 Li migration
and exchange
with electrode

PLD

–

134

Pt

Pt

−2.4 V,
1.5 V–2.2 V

180

Nonfilamentary
and spatially
homogeneous

PLD

–

200

Pt/Ti

Pt/Ti

−2.8 V, 2.4 V

100

Nonfilamentary
and spatially
homogeneous

PLD

No

129

Ni/Au

Ni/Au

−8 V, 8 V

1.4–1.5

–

Molecular beam
epitaxy

Yes

126

Pt/Ti

Pt/Ti

>10 V, 2 V

80

Filamentary

Exfoliated from
bulk

No

201

LiNbOx

3D

No

ref.

LLTO

No

Pt

Pt

1 V, 4 V

10–15

Li migration
and polaron
hopping

Spin coating

No

26

LiPON

No

Au

TiN

−35 V, 11 V

–

Filament
formation

Sputtering

Yes

20

LiFe5O8

Yes

Pt

SrRuO3

3V

150

Filament
formation

PLD

No

131

Li4+3xTi5O12

Yes

Pt

Pt

2–4 V

102–104 Electric-fielddriven phase
separation

PLD

Yes

44

LiPON, lithium phosphorus oxynitride; LLTO, Li3xLa2/3−x/3TiO3; PLD, pulsed laser deposition.

(refs 126–130 ) ,

LLTO 26 and LiPON 20, and the spinels
LiFe5O8 (ref.131) and Li4+3xTi5O12 (ref.44). Depending on
the device architecture, 1D (olivine), 2D (layered) or
3D (spinel) Li-ion channels can be used with different Li-concentration-dependent properties, including
metal–insulator transitions, phase-separation phenomena and volume expansion. The Li-ion-channel design
affects neuromorphic switching performance and allows
implementation in two-terminal and three-terminal
devices (Table 3). Electric-field-induced phase separation on materials with variable electric permittivity and
conductivity has been theoretically predicted as a tool

to manipulate memristive behaviour132; for example, to
explain the switching behaviour in Li4+3xTi5O12 devices44.
Li-based memristive devices
Various switching mechanisms have been observed
in two-terminal systems (Fig. 4e), including filamentlike127,131 and more homogeneous mechanisms26,125,131,133
(Table 3). For example, in devices based on a LixCoO2
layered compound, an exchange mechanism with a Si
electrode has been reported43,134, which is uncontrolled
and stochastic, and, thus, requires further investigation to reduce switching variability and voltage, and to
www.nature.com/natrevmats
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increase switching speed. Layered materials with 2D Li
migration pathways may be limited by their highly oriented ionic transport; however, LixCoO2-based resistive
switching certainly sparked the interest in Li-based memristive devices. In Li4+3xTi5O12 — a classic battery anode
— Li-concentration-dependent permittivity and the
intrinsic miscibility gap between the insulating Li4Ti5O12
and the metallic Li7Ti5O12 phases enable local phase separation triggered by a shift in the spinodal and binodal
decomposition points under bias, which, in turn, controls
the spatial average conductivity of the devices44. By controlling the lithiation degree during film processing, the
dynamics and magnitude of the phase separation, and,
thus, the performance, can be controlled. For example,
devices with a stoichiometry close to Li7Ti5O12 exhibit a
symmetric and faster switching behaviour than devices
with a stoichiometry close to Li4Ti5O12, in which asymmetry dominates the switching of the memristor (Fig. 4f).
Interestingly, this phase-separation mechanism in Li
titanates allows control of the switching symmetry and
kinetics in a single material simply by controlling the initial Li stoichiometry, which is unique among materials
known for memristors44. This behaviour is also relevant
for the implementation of two-terminal architectures in
neural networks, such as DNNs, in which large retentions
and high symmetries are required, and SNNs, in which
short retention and large resistance changes are needed.
Three-terminal Li-intercalation devices57,119,135 can be
described (in analogy to a metal–oxide–semiconductor
field-effect transistor (MOSFET)) with the two-terminal
in-plane electrode–switching oxide–electrode structure
as the switching unit (that is, the source and drain contacts in a MOSFET) and the gate on top as a Li pump and
source, such as in a microbattery (that is, the gate contact
controlling the flux of Li)119 (Fig. 4g). A small bias induces
the insertion of Li through a ‘gate-type’ Li electrolyte, and,
with a Li source electrode, this leads to a change of the
Li stoichiometry of the switching oxide. For example,
the Li-ion synaptic transistor for analogue computation
(LISTA)57 is based on the intercalation of Li-ion dopants
into 2D Li-conducting Li1−xCoO2 through a LiPON
electrolyte and with Si as the Li reservoir (Fig. 4h). This
proof-of-principle Li-intercalation device is predicted to
operate at 1–10 aJ (ref.57), demonstrating that Li-ion-based
electronics could match the energy efficiency of the brain
with a performance better than that of any other device
reported for neuromorphic computation. Indeed, lower
energies are required to homogeneously intercalate Li
ions compared with O ions, which require higher energies
and which are normally geometrically localized in a filament. In theory58, 2D in-plane diffusion limits ion transport across the layers of LixCoO2, causing mechanical
strain that relaxes with time, which can affect retention.
Alternatively, other fast Li-conductor thin films, such as
Li-garnet films33, could be used instead of LiPON, which
may achieve faster switching speeds when integrated as
Li-pump gates in three-terminal devices.
Therefore, Li-based materials have a great potential as
memristive devices for neuromorphic computing (Fig. 4h).
The analogue-like response of Li memristors is more
suitable for mimicking brain functions and has higher
network accuracy compared with filamentary-operated
Nature Reviews | Materials

valence change and electrochemical metallization memristors, albeit not yet the same maturity. Knowledge
gained from decades of battery research enable the a priori design of materials with ideal structures and transport
characteristics for neuromorphic-computing devices. For
example, depending on the device architecture, 1D (olivine), 2D (layered) or 3D (spinel) ion channels can be
fabricated and their properties can be tuned. However,
processing challenges remain in terms of CMOS compatibility, for example, to maintain a desired Li stoichiometry and phases for conductors at low temperatures, and
to control its interfaces. Barrier and capsule layers with
good chemical and thermal stability need to be developed
to mitigate adverse effects related to Li loss and interfacial diffusion. Indeed, a TiN barrier layer with 10-nm
thickness can effectively block Li diffusion to Si substrates
in planar and 3D device designs, demonstrating the
potential of CMOS-compatible processing for lithionic
devices136. Using Li as the central element of switching
enables the tuning of transport and switching characteristics, owing to the rich phase diagram of Li conductors.
However, advances in Li-based memristors will depend
on the knowledge transfer and collaboration of different
scientific communities in industry and academia.

Solid-state electrochemical sensors
Severe air pollution and emission of greenhouse gases
in major cities around the globe caused by human and
industrial activities137,138 has accelerated the irreversible
melting of Antarctic glaciers, triggering a rapid rise in
sea levels139–141. Therefore, there is an increasing interest and need for monitoring gas-phase chemicals, such
as carbon oxides (COx), sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen
oxides (NOx), ozone and volatile organic compounds.
The commercial small-gas-sensor market for monitoring
ambient gas is segmented by technology, that is, resistive
(semiconductor metal oxide) sensors, electrochemical
sensors, dispersive infrared radiation absorption and
photoionization detection sensors. Solid-state electrochemical gas sensors are not as sensitive as resistive
sensors but offer higher selectivity and stability, making
them suitable for the sensing of multiple gas species142.
Furthermore, solid-state electrochemical gas sensors
do not require as high maintenance as photoionization sensors, which need periodic calibration and lamp
replacement142,143. In addition, they are available for a
wide range of gas chemicals, as compared with infrared
radiation absorption sensors, which show water–vapour
and multi-gas interference142–144. Moreover, electrochemical sensors have the potential for miniaturization from ceramic-pellet and thick-film components
to on-chip devices using functional thin films as sensor components144–147. Solid-state electrochemical gas
sensors can be divided into three classes based on their
operating principle and their specific input and output
sensing signals: potentiometric, impedancemetric and
amperometric gas sensors. As opposed to amperometric
sensors, potentiometric gas sensors operate under thermodynamic principles and are independent of device
geometry, obviating the need for complicated electronics
and making them cost-effective and suited for a variety
of applications.
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◀ Fig. 5 | solid-state electrochemical gas sensors. Electrochemical gas sensors based

on Weppner’s classification149. a | Type I solid-state electrochemical gas sensors operate
by direct measurement of mobile ions in the solid electrolyte. b | Type II solid-state
electrochemical gas sensors operate by indirect measurement of immobile ions in the
solid electrolyte. c | Type III solid-state electrochemical gas sensors operate by analysis
of other ion species through auxiliary solid phases. d | Type III pellet-based CO2
potentiodynamic sensor with a lithium phosphorus oxynitride (LiPON) electrolyte and
Li2CO3 as the sensing electrode21. e | Type III CO2 potentiodynamic sensor with a Li3PO4
thick-film electrolyte and Li2CO3 as the sensing electrode154. f | Comparison of sensor
response time and operating temperature of Li-conductor-based solid-state CO2 sensors,
including Na super ionic conductor (NASICON)-based sensors168–175, Li super ionic
conductor (LISICON)-based sensors158,159, Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO)-based sensors29, Li3PO4-based
sensors154,160–164, garnet-type Li6BaLa2Ta2O12-based sensors165, Li3xLa2/3−x/3TiO3 (LLTO)-based
sensor25 and LiPON-based sensors21. g | Comparison of sensor response time and operating
temperature of state-of-the-art solid-state potentiometric SOx sensors, including sensors
based on stabilized zirconia182,183, NASICON153,184,185,223,224, β″-alumina186–189,225, sulfates226,
alkaline-ion-conducting electrolytes190,191 and Li-conducting electrolyte-based sensors227,228.
h | Comparison of sensor response time and operating temperature of state-of-the-art
solid-state potentiometric NOx sensors, including LISICON-based sensors159, zirconia-
based sensors193,229–234 and NASICON-based sensors197,198,235. YSZ, yttria-stabilized zirconia.
Panel d reprinted with permission from ref.21, Elsevier. Panel e reprinted with permission
from ref.154, Elsevier.

Potentiometric gas sensors
Potentiometric gas sensors are composed of an electro
chemical cell with a sensing electrode (SE), a solid
electrolyte and a reference electrode. Derived from the
Nernst equation148, the difference in the chemical potential and different partial pressures at the two electrodes
define the electromotive force of the gas sensor, characterizing the voltage of the cell. Depending on the ionic
species of the gas, potentiometric gas sensors can be classified into type I (mobile ions), type II (immobile ions)
or type III (neither mobile nor immobile ions)149.
In type I sensors, the detected gas species reacts with
the solid electrolyte at the gas–SE–electrolyte triple phase
boundary, and is then converted into a mobile ion in the
solid electrolyte149 (Fig. 5a). Type I sensors are typically
used as O2 sensors150, for example, in automobile exhausts
with a zirconium-dioxide electrolyte and porous platinum
electrodes. However, these sensors are not commonly used
for complex gases composed of multiple elements, owing
to a lack of solid-state electrolytes that can conduct complex and often immobile gas species in the solid state146.
By contrast, type II sensors (Fig. 5b) enable the detection
of more complex gas species, such as CO2, NOx and SOx,
because the gas species is identical to the immobile ions in
the electrolyte. Unlike in type I sensors, in type II sensors,
ions different from the gas-phase species have sufficient
mobility to conduct in the solid electrolyte151,152. From an
electrochemical cell-design perspective, both type I and
type II sensors require separate gas environments for the
SE and reference electrode, which makes their integration into commercial applications more complex147. In
type III sensors (Fig. 5c), an auxiliary phase is used for the
SE, which contains both the gaseous ions and the mobile
ions from the solid electrolyte29,146,147. Type III sensors
offer high sensitivity independent of size, but they rely
on the number of triple-phase-boundary reactive sites in
the auxiliary electrode. Compared with type I sensors,
type III sensors also allow the detection of complex gas
species, such as CO2, NOx and SOx (refs29,153). Moreover,
owing to the presence of an auxiliary phase, the selection
of mobile and immobile ions for the solid electrolyte is
Nature Reviews | Materials

not restricted as in type II sensors, which opens the door
for fast ions, such as Na+ or Li+, and for as yet unexplored
material combinations for sensing devices operating at
low temperatures.
Type III gas sensors
Solid electrolytes for type III sensors must provide high
ionic conductance to ensure a fast sensing response
with high thermal and chemical stability for the detection of a specific gas. Type I solid-state gas sensors
require a high operating temperature (>600–1,000 °C)
with zirconia-based electrolytes to account for insufficient oxygen-ion conductance (~10−8 S cm−1 at 300 °C).
By contrast, type III sensors with a LiPON pellet-based
electrolyte21 (Fig. 5d) or a Li3PO4 thick-film electrolyte154
(Fig. 5e) require a medium-to-low temperature range
(<500 °C) for Li-ion conductivity (~10−8–10−6 S cm−1 at
ambient temperatures)155–157. However, lower operating
temperatures and response times (<60 s) are needed for
applications of these sensors on chips and noses. The
sensing speed of solid-state type III gas sensors is mainly
limited by the low mobility of Li+ and Na+ ions in the
solid ceramic thin-film electrolyte, in addition to slow
gas-oxidation kinetics at interfaces and poor long-term
chemical and structural stability under a reactive atmosphere (such as humidity and SOx). Solid-state Li conductors with high conductivities could address these
limitations.
The development of type III sensors has historically been related to progress in ceramic manufacturing and to the phase determination of fast Li-ion
and Na-ion conductors primarily applied in batteries.
Type III electrochemical solid-state potentiometric gas
sensors using Li+ or Na+ have been explored for the detection of COx (Fig. 5f), SOx (Fig. 5g) and NOx (Fig. 5h) gas.
Oxide-based Li conductors, such as Li super ionic conductor (LISICON)158,159, Li3PO4 (refs154,160–164), garnet-type
Li6BaLa2Ta2O12 (ref.165), perovskite-type LLTO25 and
garnet-type LLZO29, have good structural and chemical stability and sufficiently high ionic conductivities
(≥10−6 S cm−1 at room temperature)166,167 for fast sensing
at low temperatures. Oxide-based Li conductors are
usually processed as millimetre-sized pellets and have
mainly been used for environmental CO2 sensing thus
far (Fig. 5f). Fast conductors, such as Ta-doped LLZO
pellets, have also been integrated in potentiometric
type III gas sensors, showing high Li-ion conductivity
and good electrolyte stability, and, thus, a fast CO2 sensing response time of <60 s at an operating temperature
of ~320 °C (ref.29).
In general, Li-electrolyte materials in sensors are
thick (0.8–20 μm) and pellet-based or tube-based, and
they require high operation temperatures and show slow
response times (>60 s). For example, Na+-conducting
NASICON electrolytes, which can be used for the
detection of CO2 (refs168–176), suffer from poor structural
stability in humid environments176–178, cross-sensitivity
with other gaseous species179 and, most importantly, the
need for high operation temperatures (>400 °C)168,171,180,
owing to sluggish electrolyte conduction, electrode
kinetics and long response times (>60 s) 168,180,181
(Fig. 5f) . SOx sensors using stabilized zirconia 182,183,
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Na-conducting NASICON153,184,185, β″-alumina186–189 or
other alkaline-ion-conducting materials190,191 (Fig. 5g)
have similar problems (that is, high operating temperature, long response time and poor electrolyte stability
in a SOx environment). By contrast, state-of-the-art
solid-state NOx sensors (Fig. 5h) with perovskite-based192,
zirconia-based193–195 or NASICON-based196–198 electrolytes require lower operation temperatures (~200 °C).
These type III sensors are further limited by poor selectivity, stability and sensitivity in corrosive environments
(Supplementary Table 1).
Li-based thin-film sensors could enable the design
of cost-effective, low-power, multi-sensing arrays with
a fast response, new sensing-electrode chemistries and
an expanded scope of gases (for example, COx, SOx
and NOx). However, this will require a reduction of the
operating temperature and response time, which may
be achieved by thin-film processing of Li-oxide films by
wet-chemistry (Z.D.H, Y.Z., L. Miara, L. and J.L.M.R.,
unpublished observations) and vacuum-based33 techniques, which allow sufficient control of the lithiation
stoichiometry during manufacturing and conductivities
of >10−5 S cm−1 at ambient conditions. In addition, films
processed at low temperature, in particular, amorphous
Li phases, could reduce fabrication costs and enable
integration with on-chip applications. Fabricating stable, Li-based thin films for sensors may be challenging;
however, clever material selection considering electrode,
electrolyte and gas chemical compatibility and adequate
encapsulation solutions may resolve the stability issue,
which will require multidisciplinary contributions.

Conclusions and outlook
The development of new chemistry and processing
methods for solid-state Li ceramics has enabled a new
generation of Li-ion batteries. The downscaling of
solid-state chemistries to film form will further increase
the variety of Li conductors, whose variability in terms
of Li intercalation and deintercalation (for example,
metal–insulator transitions through electronic-state
changes) and fast solid-state ionic motion make them
interesting for applications beyond batteries; for example, Li-operated memristors for neuromorphic computing and memories, and Li conductors for environmental,
health and chemistry sensors. Indeed, the functionalities can be further expanded by changing the electrode
electrochemistry.
The energy density, information density and operational device speed of solid-state Li applications are
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greatly improved by moving away from traditional pellet
and tape processing of solid Li conductors (with thicknesses in the range of millimetres to tens of micrometres)
to ceramic-film manufacturing (with thicknesses in the
range of 10 μm to 10 nm). Whether Li-ceramic films
will ultimately be used and commercialized, similar
to O2−-conducting functional ceramics will depend on
advances in controlling Li stoichiometry and in understanding the phase evolution and interfacial phenomena with specific electrodes during Li-film preparation
and device operation. In particular, interfacial reactions
need to be avoided and the space-charge-layer thickness needs to be reduced to enable device miniaturization to the sub-100 nm range. With the exception of
LiPON, only a few of the most promising solid-state
Li conductors have been translated into films thus far.
However, the film form makes these materials attractive
for lithionic applications, exploiting Li motion in the
solid state, which ranges from 109 to 105 Hz, to enable different functionalities, including ns-switching non-binary
neuromorphic computing and fast-conducting solid
electrolytes for high-energy-density solid-state batteries.
We envision that lithionic chip units could be made
of one type of Li-conductor film. The electrochemistry
could then be defined simply by varying the electrode
material. For example, by reducing the size of Li ceramics from millimetres to micrometres or nanometres, a
variety of new functionalities can be achieved using one
type of material. From environmental and economic
viewpoints, using less materials and reducing the effective ceramic mass per device volume also decreases the
amount of waste and costs; for example, commercialized LiPON-based microbatteries for small-scale energy
storage could also become an integral part of electrochemical sensing units or neuromorphic-computing
units. Similarly, multifunctional devices, such as threeterminal computation units coupled with microbatteries
(for example, Li reservoir), could combine two or more
functionalities in one on-chip device unit57.
Solid-state lithionics offer vast application opportunities based on Li ceramics in film form, whose chemistry and thermal processing can be modified to design a
range of microdevices beyond batteries. Collaborations
between material scientists, chemists and device engineers will lead to new material chemistries and device
structures, to achieve the ambitious goal of using Li ions
to power, compute and sense the world.
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